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The Test Industry’s
Cartoonland Village
c

IF I HAD TO DESCRIBE IN A SINGLE
in my experience
word the characters that make up today’s cast
at least.
of test industry thought leaders, one that fits well
Varied opinwould be diverse. They’re geographically diions are further
verse—stretching from Quebec to Kalamazoo,
highlighted in this
from Boston to Bulverde. Their clients are even
issue in "The Agile
more so. Engagements spread across the U.S.
Process Creates
and Canada, to China, New Zealand, Russia and
Testing Puzzles...",
Sweden, to name just a few.
a lively point-counThen there’s the philosophical divide, as
terpoint by conyou’ll discover in David Strom’s fine piece in this
sultant Rex Black
Edward J. Correia
issue titled “We’re All Part of the Story,” in which
and Scrum Mashe looks at the state of the testing industry and
ter Bob Galen. Of
its major players. You’ll hear from the Bach brothcourse, even critics of agile methods acknowlers James and Jon, Scott Barber, Rex Black,
edge merits of the practices when executed corMichael Bolton, Kent Beck and many others. Just
rectly. After all, what can be bad about putting
to prove that we didn’t simply
people over process? Of puttake names from the "B" secting working software over comtion of the tester’s phone book,
prehensive documentation?
we also have Google’s David
You might say that agile
Saff weighing in.
principles were behind the design
While opinions and philoof our new Web site, which we're
While opinions
sophies vary, there’s one thing
excited to launch this month. It’s
on which they all seem to agree.
designed for individuals to interWith the ever-increasing comwith each other and with us.
and philosophies act
plexity of software, paired with
The site also features processever-shrinking release timetaes, tools, and resources for
bles, there will always be a need
testers, QA professionals and
vary, there will
to reduce testing time and
software managers. It’s designed
increase efficiency. Is there
with the customer (you) in mind
agreement on how best to
always be a need and looks to add interactivity and
accomplish that? Maybe in carcollaboration to your favorite testtoons.
ing magazine. And we'll conto reduce testing stantly add more features and
Which brings me to the
story behind this month’s covcontent to make this new site a
er illustration concept. Credit
rich and valuable online resource
Mr. Strom for the caricature time and increase
and community.
idea during a brainstorming
Also beginning this month,
meeting with me and Redwood
the magazine has a fresh new
efficiency.
president Andy Muns. I knew
look. Sincere thanks go to art
that self-effacement would be
director LuAnn Palazzo, withokay with Jon Bach and his
out whose talent and infinite
brother James, who recently recounted the stopatience this project would not have happened.
ry of how the two had received caricatures of
We hope you’ll enjoy the magazine and
themselves at a conference they were both
participate in our new membership community
attending. We asked permission anyway, of
and collaborative Web site. Please join us at
course, as we did with the remaining players.
www.stpcollaborative.com and tell us what you
think. ý
People in testing are exceedingly good natured,

“

”
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Agile Testing in Practice
c IN FEBRUARY OF 2001, 17 TECHnology professionals gathered for a peer
conference in Park City, Utah, and crafted a document called the Agile Manifesto. That document is probably the
single most influential statement on software development of the past decade,
and its values led to a series of new
ideas and concepts in
software testing.

Agile Software
Methods

DSDM: Short for Dynamic Systems
Development Method. Developed in the
United Kingdom, DSDM advocates
notice that many projects have fixed staff
and a fixed release date. DSDM therefore
focuses on techniques to allow the team
to alter the project scope while maintaining high quality, thus hitting the original
due date.

Agile Software
Processes

Traditional Software ProXP: Short for Extreme
cess generally breaks
Programming, XP was credown work by phase, or
ated by Kent Beck during
by type of work: all of the
his work at Chrysler. At
requirements first; then
the time, projects at the
all of the coding; then all
auto maker struggled with
of the testing, and so on.
heavyweight specificaAgile processes instead
Matt Huesser and
tions, specialized roles,
break down work by feaChris McMahon
and enough turnover that
ture: one thin slice at a
projects would simply burn
time of the final product,
out mid-stream, delivering no working
which the customer can use to actually
software at all before being canceled.
and concretely do something new.
Extreme Programming focuses on deliverAgile teams then batch the work up
into time boxes, periodically bringing the
ing software by first developing simple
code to production quality. Agile teams
working features and then adding more
release production code as often as
features incrementally, while improving
every few days to as rarely as every few
the code constantly. Most XP techniques,
months. Because of that, teams need
such as Pair Programming, Test Driven
greater discipline and skill to deal with an
Development, and Refactoring are now
increased regression testing burden.
considered engineering practices.
Scrum: Popularized at (now defunct)
Easel Corp. by Ken Schwaber and Jeff
Sutherland. At Easel, requirements
were changing so quickly that the
developers could never get anything
completely finished. Scrum focuses on
stable requirements for each time box,
commitments from team members,
and communication through daily
"stand up" meetings. Most of the focus
of Scrum is on project management.
Matt Heusser and Chris McMahon are career
software developers, testers and bloggers. Matt
also works at Socialtext, where he performs
testing and quality assurance for the company’s Web-based collaboration software.
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Iteration: Used in Extreme Programming, an iteration is a time box (typically
one to three weeks) starting with a
requirements exercise and ending with
new features at production quality.
Sprint: A short time box used in Scrum
that allows the technical staff to create
code ready for production without the
requirements changing as they work.
Technical staff are expected to "own" the
deliverable and release production features at the end of the time box.
User Story: A form of requirement that
describes a single, specific, meaningful
piece of functionality that has value to the

business. User stories are small, and can
be implemented by a pair of programmers
in one or a few days. User Stories line up
roughly with a single scenario within a
"use case" in traditional software development. A user story is not a specification; it is an example of what the software
will allow a person to do.
Story Card: Stories are often expressed on 3"x5" index cards. Agile Coach Ron
Jeffries has described a story card as "a
placeholder for a conversation."

“

Story Tests: A series of tests, expressed in plain English but eventually automated. Story tests provide examples for the
programmers and testers, and describe
the minimum amount of functionality for
the story to be called "done." The goal of
story tests is not to convey a comprehensive specification, but to provide examples
so that the whole team can build a shared
mental model of what is expected.
Story Kickoffs: A kickoff is the final
meeting held before developers start

Good ideas can come

”

from anywhere at
any time.

writing code. The idea that testers
should be involved early in the process
has been around for decades. The agile
twist is to have testers help as part of
the design for the story. During the kickoff, developers, product owners, and
testers can discuss and ask questions
about what the software will do; this can
lead to a better description and prevent

continued on page 36 >
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THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF AGILE—
AUTOMATED UNIT, ACCEPTANCE AND
REGRESSION TESTING, PAVE THE WAY TO
MANUAL EXPLORATORY TESTING

By Robert Walsh

uccessful agile testing relies on a strategy built on four pillars: automated unit testing, automated acceptance testing, automated regression testing, and manual
exploratory testing. As with columns that hold up a building, no single pillar can
support the entire load. The four are interdependent, and each provides benefits

S

necessary for the others to succeed. They also
provide a system of checks and balances that
allows the strengths of one to compensate for
the weaknesses of the others. Each pillar is the
responsibility of a different group within the
agile development team, and when each group
does its part, my experience has shown that the
result is usually a successful project.

Illustration by Steve Nyman

AUTOMATED UNIT TESTING

Unit testing is perhaps the easiest type of testing to automate. Automated unit testing is a
practice through which nearly every line and
branch of code is covered with an automated
test that proves the code works as intended.
Automated unit tests focus on the discrete
units or modules within the application, each
performing its specific tasks in isolation from
the rest. Automated unit tests may be written
before or after the code under test is written,
but it’s most effective to write them beforehand
(a process known as Test-Driven Development
or TDD).
With TDD, the code tends to more closely represent the developer’s intent, because
for the developer, it’s easier to write just
enough code to satisfy the single new, failing
test. Less code written means less code to
maintain and fewer places where bugs can
hide. When the unit tests are written after the
code, the tests scan sometimes show only
that the code works as written, and not nec-

essarily as intended. Further, there’s a tendency to write more code than is necessary
because the programmer is speculating about
what conditions might exist, rather than starting from concrete test cases that highlight the
true requirements.
Automated unit testing falls almost solely
on the shoulders of the developers, and helps
to ensure that the code they are writing
behaves according to their interpretation of
the requirements. The word interpretation is
important there, because while a module
might achieve 100 percent code coverage and
pass all of its unit tests, it might still fail to
meet the needs of the application. If the programmer misunderstands the requirement,
the tests he writes will be flawed, and the
resulting code will misbehave. That’s among
the reasons that automated unit testing is not
the only form of automated testing employed
on an agile project.
Automated unit tests are generally written
in the same language as the application being
tested. A family of testing tools exists to facilitate automated unit testing. Among the most
well-knows is jUnit, created for Java by Kent
Beck and Erich Gamma, with ports now available for most languages. These tools provide
Robert Walsh is president and manager of application
development at EnvisionWare, which provides software solutions for public and academic libraries.

language elements for defining test
cases, combining tests into suites, and
asserting the various exit conditions that
determine whether the tests pass or fail.
Many also provide a run-time environment in which the tests execute. These
range from simple command-line reports
showing the results of the tests, to complete GUIs that integrate directly with
the developer’s programming environment. Automated unit tests often are
integrated with the continuous build system and are run each and every time the
project is built. This helps to ensure that
the developers know instantaneously
when a recent check-in has caused the
suite of unit tests to fail.
When working with automated unit
tests, developers commonly find it
necessary to use mock objects, fake
objects or method stubs to stand in for
other parts of the application. For
example, if a module obtains information from a database, it might be
advantageous to use a fake database
object to provide canned
data that is similar to the
real data available in the
production environment.
This approach gives the
programmer more control
over the test environment and lets them dictate which data is
returned and how, to represent a variety of interesting situations. Further,
the technique allows
developers to simulate
problems and failures that
may be difficult to trigger
when using a real database, These might include
connectivity issues, buffer
overruns and other error
conditions.
Automated unit tests
provide several key benefits in an agile environment. First, they make it
possible to achieve high
levels of code coverage
almost as a side-effect. If
a programmer is disciplined about
TDD, then near 100 percent coverage
just happens. Second, automated unit
tests help to provide an early warning
indicator that shows when behavior
within a module has changed. This can
be used to identify unintended sideeffects of other development and to
serve as a kind of safety net for later

refactorings. If after reworking a module all of the existing unit tests pass,
the developer can be confident that the
module will function properly in the
context of the full application. Finally,
automated unit tests also help to raise
the initial quality of the application
delivered to testers. By using tests as
part of the coding process, developers
are able to catch many of the minor
errors and trivial mistakes that would
otherwise fall to testers. Reducing
obvious coding errors through unit
testing helps free up testers for the
important job of manual exploratory
testing.

AUTOMATED ACCEPTANCE
TESTING

An essential element to the success of
an application project is how well it
meets the needs of its users. A product might be absolutely flawless, perfect in every way and still not do the
job. One way to ensure that the business needs are met is
with automated acceptance testing.
With automated acceptance testing, the customer, often with help of
QA, writes tests for the
key features that are
scheduled to be implemented in the upcoming
iteration. These tests are
written in a natural language that non-technical
people can read, and as a
result, they become executable specifications that
cannot get out-of-sync
with the application being
tested.
Automated
acceptance tests tend to focus
on successful use cases;
they often ignore the sad
paths and exceptional situations. For this reason, a
test strategy built entirely
on automated acceptance
testing will be inadequate
to thoroughly test the application.
Sometimes the testers will augment the
test suite created by the customer with
additional acceptance tests that do
cover more of the corner cases.
Automated acceptance tests provide the primary measure of progress as
the product evolves over the course of
an iteration or even across an entire

[With

automated
acceptance
testing,
the
customer
writes
tests for
the key
features.
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release plan. The acceptance tests are
written early in (or even before) the iteration, and running them clearly illustrates
how many of the stories have been completed. As part of an iteration review
meeting, the tests are run again to
demonstrate that the scope selected at
the start of the iteration was implemented according to the customer’s own definition of what is correct. This process is
mainly a formality; it should be no surprise to anyone whether the tests will
pass or fail when run during the iteration
review meeting.
Two approaches to automated
acceptance testing are the Framework
for Integrated Test (FIT) developed by
Ward Cunningham, and FitNesse, a
wiki originally written in Java by Micah
Martin, Robert C. Martin and Michael
Feathers. FitNesse extends the principles established by Cunningham’s tool
and provides a mechanism by which
tests may be created and maintained in
addition to being executed. Both are
JULY 2009

based on creating tables of input data
that are fed into the application under
test. The program’s output is captured
and compared to the expected results,
which is also provided in the tables.
While tests themselves are defined
using a combination of narrative text
and tabular data, they’re executed by
fixture code that accepts the input
from the tables, calls the appropriate
methods in the application, and provides the output back to the test runner. These fixtures are generally written in the language of the application
and must be implemented and maintained by developers. However, the
goal is that they be thin, and serve only
to translate inputs and outputs
between the test harness and the
application. Therefore, the overall
impact that working with the fixture
code has on the developers’ productivity should be minimal.
As with automated unit tests, automated acceptance tests are likely to
be run against an incomplete application. Not much functionality exists in
early iterations, so it may be necessary
to test one part before another has
been built. Again, simulators are often
used to provide the missing behaviors.
It is up to the project team to decide
whether the simulators are replaced
with real implementations as they
become available in later iterations.
Each approach has its advantages.
Using real components may provide
more confidence that the application
works properly. However, using simulators may provide more control over the
system during the tests, and as with
the mocks and fakes used in unit testing, it’s sometimes easier to recreate
failures to verify that the application
handles them properly.

AUTOMATED REGRESSION
TESTING

Responsible, thorough testing must
verify not only the functional requirements, but non-functional requirements
as well. Automated regression testing,
which seeks to verify functions that
have worked in the past, can be an
effective way to provide this additional
coverage and fill in the gaps left by the
acceptance tests.
Unlike unit and acceptance testing,
which most heavily involve developers,
and customers, automated regression
testing is performed by testers.
Automated regression tests should
JULY 2009
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HALLENGES OF TESTING IN AGILE ENVIRONMENTS
The agile environment exaggerates many of the challenges faced in more conventional approaches to testing. First, the pace of the development effort requires that the
application be tested within each iteration in parallel with the actual coding.
Conventional approaches that focus on full regression during a time when the code is
frozen are ineffective in agile environments. Agile testing tends to focus on the new
functionality and providing rapid feedback to the programmers. However, regression
testing is still important, and some mechanisms by which the entire application may
be exercised end-to-end must be implemented.

Testing on agile projects begins almost immediately. However, in the early iterations
there may not be much of the application to test. Conventional approaches that focus
on running the completed application do not work well in agile environments. Even
when automated efforts are employed in conventional environments, the emphasis
often is on exercising the application from the outside in. In other words, scripts drive
the application through the UI. In a methodology where the UI evolves with the rest of
the application, though, it is not possible to test the application in this manner.

Requirements in agile environments tend to be less formal than in conventional
methodologies. Requirements, also referred to as stories in some agile iterations, often
begin life as a single phrase or short sentence describing at a very high level what the
application must do. As part of the iteration or release planning process, the project
team—a cross-functional mixture of programmers, testers, business analysts, and
stakeholders—collaborate to flesh out the stories. The stakeholders, often referred to
collectively as the customer, focus on the observable “happy-path” outcomes, while
the testers add details to cover the odd, exceptional or “corner” cases. In some agile
methodologies, these details are captured in the form of acceptance tests. Conventional
approaches that use requirements documents as the basis of test cases tend to struggle
in agile settings.

Agile depends heavily on effective collaboration among the programmers, testers and
stakeholders. It is not uncommon in agile environments to find testers and developers
working closely together on a daily basis. This tight coordination of the various groups
often is absent in more conventional methodologies where the product transitions
through the development life cycle as a series of handoffs. The business analysts deliver the requirements to the architects who in turn deliver a design to the programmers
who deliver an application to the testers who test it according to the initial requirements. People working in conventional settings sometimes are uncomfortable collaborating with those in other groups.

Successful agile efforts must find ways to overcome each of these challenges.
Automation is essential to addressing the issue of pace. By building automation infrastructure early in the project when there is little real functionality available to test, it
becomes far easier to run more tests later in the project. Further, this approach helps
to provide the regression testing necessary to ensure the product is evolving stably and
not losing functionality once working. However, not all tests can nor should be automated. Skilled and experienced professional testers can add significant value through
effective manual testing. By automating what can be automated, testers have more
time to apply their talents through manual testing efforts.
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attempt to cover as much of the application as possible, and they should
rely on mocks and simulators sparingly. This allows the tests to provide a
fairly realistic view of the state of the
program and to more accurately predict how it will behave in a production
environment.
Creating and maintaining a useful
suite of automated regression tests may
be the most difficult aspect of testing in
an agile environment. In early iterations,
not much of the application exists, so
there are few meaningful regression

tests that can be written and executed.
As the program grows, the scope and
complexity of the project may become
overwhelming, and it may be challenging
to keep up with the pace of development. It is usually helpful to spend early
iterations creating a framework for
automated regression tests and
preparing outlines and test scripts for
functionality that will be added over
time. By investing in the scaffolding in
the beginning, it becomes possible for
the testers to add new regression
tests incrementally. Also, the existing

[Automated
regression tests
should cover
as much of the
application
as possible
and should
use mocks

]

sparingly.

regression tests help to ensure that
the application continues to perform
according to the expectations established in prior iterations. This makes it
possible for the testers to continue to
focus on new functionality rather than
constantly reconfirming existing behavior is correct.
In conventional development methodologies, there are many categories
of tests intended to exercise the application end-to-end. These include performance tests, load tests, stress
tests, integration tests, smoke tests
and others. In the end, each of these
may be thought of as a type of regression test. All attempts to determine
how well the product meets the functional and non-functional requirements
also attempt to exercise the complete
application, and all help to ensure that
functionality is never lost once it has
been implemented.
One of the key components of
agile methodologies is a focus on business value. Therefore, any of these
types of tests that provide valuable
and meaningful feedback about the
state of the project should be given
attention in agile environments. For
example, if performance is important to
the application, then performance
tests should be automated and made a
part of the regression test suite. The
same is true for any of the other types
of tests mentioned here.
Because automated regression
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tests may serve a variety of purposes,
there is no standard approach to implementing them. Often a combination of
tools must be employed to address each
specific situation. Both commercial and
free tools are available for the different
types of testing, and each may be best
suited to a particular type of application.
In addition, some teams build custom
frameworks using Ruby, Java, Perl,
Python or another language to get the
best match for their project.

MANUAL EXPLORATORY
TESTING

There are two main types of
defects: those under which
the application fails to perform
according to expectations (as
defined by its requirements)
and those that cause the
application to behave improperly in response to an unexpected event. Automated
tests can be effective at finding the former. For a given set
of expected inputs, the application should produce a
specific output. However,
automation is not particularly
good at finding the unexpected.
Consider for example an
application that permits a user
to perform tasks A, B, and C.
As the product was being
developed, no one expected that A, B,
and C were in any way related. However,
when the user performs these tasks in a
specific order, the program crashes. It is
unlikely that the functional requirements
include a statement like “The system
shall not crash when the user performs
A, then C, then B.” As a result, it is
unlikely that an automated test exists to
simulate the situation. This is where manual exploratory testing can be beneficial.
Manual exploratory testing gives the
tester an opportunity to truly demonstrate their value to a project. Testers
tend to be good at coming up with
unusual “what if” scenarios that represent what actual users will do with the
application in the production environments. These might be long series of
tasks, odd combinations of events, or
prolonged use of the program. Often
these scenarios are too difficult or costly to automate.
Manual exploratory testing is more
than the tester wandering randomly
through the application. To be done

effectively, the tester must start with a
plan. He needs to isolate a section of
the program to explore and time box the
exploration. Once the tester begins the
exploration, he should create a record of
the actions taken. This is crucial to the
ability to recreate any problems found.
Screen recording tools also might prove
useful for documenting exactly what the
tester does during an exploratory testing
session. When flaws are found during
this process, new acceptance or regression tests should be written (and automated) to expose the bad behavior, pro-

Automated regression testing provides thorough coverage, ensures that
the application meets functional and nonfunctional requirements and guarantees
that functionality once working is not disabled in later iterations.
Manual exploratory testing exposes
unexpected behavior by letting testers
exercise the application in ways too difficult or costly to automate.
This four-phase approach to testing
enables a project team to effectively and
thoroughly determine an application’s
readiness for release. Consistent with
agile practices, testing
begins early in the software
development life cycle, and it
is done constantly throughout the project. Every team
member participates in some
way in the testing effort, and
the mixture of testing types
minimizes the risks associated with any single technique.
By automating what can be
automated, it becomes possible to provide testers with
sufficient time to fully apply
their unique skills and experiences. ý

[Manual exploratory
testing is more than
wandering randomly

through the application...
the tester must start

]

with a plan.
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The Agile
Process
Creates
Testing
Puzzles...
By Rex Black

very software development model presents its
own testing implications. Some ease the testing
process, others make it more challenging. What
follows is a look at some challenges I have

E

observed with clients using agile methodologies, typically Scrum. While my associates and I have helped
clients overcome these challenges, I will not present all
of our suggested solutions here. Instead, Software Test
& Performance magazine has given test consultant and
certified Scrum Master Bob Galen an opportunity to
offer solutions.
What I describe here are challenges we have
observed or discussed with clients who told us they were
following an agile life cycle. Some of these challenges
may be inherent in agile methodologies. However, some
may in fact actually arise from improper understanding or
implementation of the chosen methodology, resulting in
avoidable problems.

VOLUME AND SPEED OF CHANGE

One of the principles of agile development is that project teams should welcome changing requirements,
even late in development. Many testing strategies,
especially analytical requirements-based testing, become
quite inefficient in such situations. While automated testing can help accommodate
on-going change, automation
can be fragile and high-maintenance if not implemented
properly. We find that riskbased testing, coupled with
reactive techniques like
exploratory testing and prop-

Rex Black is founder and president of RBCS, a software, hardware and
systems consultancy, and is a founding member of the STP Collaborative
Strategic Advisory Board.
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I

was asked by Software Test & Performance
magazine to provide a rebuttal to Rex Black’s
perspectives on how “agile challenges testing.”
Rex’s views and reactions to agility are typical

of traditional testing consultants. I don’t believe they
were gathered from the perspective of an actual agile
tester, one with serious experience working in mature
and high performing agile teams.
Such views often come from the perspective of a
scribe or observer of teams who, at least from my perspective, aren’t practicing agility very well. Or they’re
anecdotal reactions to the Agile Manifesto or other writings without trying to understand the underlying intentions.
What’s discouraging is that superficial reactions from well
respected sources can give the wrong impression.

VOLUME AND SPEED OF CHANGE

The point of embracing change is the realization that
most software projects are volatile. Business conditions
are incredibly dynamic. Customers may not actually
know what they need until they see the application start
to coalesce as working software. The developers may
not have understood the challenges associated with the
architecture without actually
building parts of it, nor might
testers understand the most
risk-based areas to test without seeing the application run.
The point of trying to freeze
requirements at a historical
instant in time, where things
are well understood without
writing a lick of software, is a
fool’s errand. Agile methods try
to embrace change, react to it

Bob Galen is principal consultant of the RGalen Consulting Group and
a founding member of the STP Collaborative Strategic Advisory Board.
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...Which Are
Solved When
Agile Is
Performed
Correctly
By Bob Galen
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erly-done automation, works best.
What’s more, change-related challenges often arise from
changes in the definition of the product and its correct behavior. When the test team is not kept informed of these
changes, or when the rate of change is very high, this can
impose inefficiencies on the development, execution and
maintenance of tests.

SHORT ITERATIONS SQUEEZE TESTING

In sequential life cycles, if the organization involves the test
team early in the project, the testers have lots of time to
develop and maintain their tests, and can do so in parallel with
the development of the system and prior to the start of system test execution. Some more formal iterative lifecycle models, such as Rapid Application Development and the Rational
Unified Process, often allow substantial periods of time
between test execution periods for each iteration. These
intervals allow test teams develop and maintain their test systems.
Most teams using agile life cycles progress more quickly;
e.g., Scrum uses sprints, two to four week periods of short,
fast-paced development iterations. I have seen this pace
squeeze the test team’s ability to develop and maintain test
systems. Testing strategies that include an automation element also have proven particularly sensitive to this challenge.

UNIT TESTING IS OFTEN INADEQUATE

Most agile proponents stress good, automated unit testing, and
frameworks such as JUnit have helped simplify and minimize

and make the changes visible across the team and to stakeholders, while guiding the software toward the customers’ true needs.
If the traditional testing approaches that Rex alludes to can not
adapt to change effectively, then I’d argue that they need to
change.

SHORT ITERATIONS SQUEEZE TESTING

If your parochial goal is simply testing, then I agree that short
iterations can be quite challenging. But if your goal is to deliver
small chunks of working software, to gain customer and product quality feedback, and to ultimately deliver high value and
working products / applications, then small iterations rock!
To Rex’s point regarding “squeezing test system maintenance,” all of the agile methods adhere to the notion of completing a small set of features that meet ”doneness” criteria
at the end of each Iteration or Sprint.
There should be no work that is left out—for example,
appropriate test automation development or maintenance of
test “systems.”
It’s up to the testers to simply place this work on the
Product and Sprint Backlogs and plan its completion as part
of each Iteration or Sprint.
Sometimes this takes effort and courage to defend this work
against feature pressure. However, all team members encounter
the same challenge and need to ensure that they deliver “done”
software from each of their functional perspectives.

UNIT TESTING IS OFTEN INADEQUATE

First, agile methods stress automated testing of all kinds—not
simply unit tests. FitNesse, Selenium, and Watir / Watin are
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[I expect testers to pair with
developers to improve practices, and...developers
to deliver solid unit tests before they

]

can be considered ‘done.’

examples of open source automation tools that are widely
used in the agile community and that focus on non-unit testing.
We do stress unit tests as being an important part of the
overall coverage and as being a safety net for the teams’ refactoring efforts. We want developers to be responsible for contributing to test automation—not just testers. And if a team is
using TDD as a practice, we’ve learned that developing tests
can be a powerful aid as one designs their software in small,
incremental steps.
No agile team to my knowledge views unit tests as the
end-all of testing. In fact, as part of delivering “done” software
increments, they must decide on the set of tests (unit, funcJULY 2009

the costs. Such automated unit tests allow what agile proponents call refactoring. Refactoring is the redesign of major
chunks of code or even entire objects. The automated unit

[While unit testing is often thought
of as the developer’s job, I have found that
they just don’t do it or [they] deliver

]

cursory attempts.

Software Engineering, author Capers Jones found unit testing
to be only 25 to 30 percent effective at finding and removing
defects. In RBCS assessments, we have found that good system testing by an independent test team averages around 85
percent effective at finding defects. So, organizations that care
about quality should have both good unit testing and good system testing.
Second, while unit testing is often thought of as the
developer’s job, I have found that many programmers just
don’t do it or deliver cursory attempts. This can create complications and delays for the system test team in its role as
“bug finder of last resort” as they deal with buggy code during short test execution periods in the sprints. This can also
lead to code churn during testing, since so much code must
change to fix the bugs.
The amount of change can ultimately outstrip even the
ability of the best automated regression test system to keep
up, which then leads to lower defect detection effectiveness
for the test team.

MANAGING THE INCREASED REGRESSION RISK
tests provide for quick regression testing of refactored code.
Some agilists recommend substituting automated unit tests for
design, as in Test Driven Development. While this sounds
good in theory, there are two problems that I have observed
with this approach in practice.
First, unit testing has limited bug-finding utility. In research
published in June 2002, in CrossTalk, the Journal of Defense

Capers Jones also reported that regression accounts for
about seven percent of bugs. In iterative life cycles such as
Scrum, however, code that worked in previous sprints gets
churned by new features in each subsequent sprint. This
increases the risk of regression.
Agilists emphasize good automated unit testing in part to
manage the regression risk inherent in such churn. But, with even
the best unit testing topping out at about 50 percent defect

tional, acceptance, non-functional, regression, etc.) that
should be run within the Sprint in order to meet a customerready deliverable. Every team member should be defining
these testing tasks, with the testers taking the lead.
To Rex’s last point that programmers don’t commit to doing
effective unit testing, I expect the testers to pair with the developers to improve these practices, and I expect developers to
deliver solid unit tests before they can be considered “done.”

MANAGING THE INCREASED REGRESSION RISK

There is a continuing misperception that unit tests are the
only tests run on a Sprint-by-Sprint basis. While it’s true that
the team might not be able to run a full regression test within each Sprint, it is their responsibility to apply risk-based
techniques, based upon what’s been added or changed, and
to run appropriate functional, non-functional, exploratory, and
regression tests as part of delivering “done” software at the
end of the Sprint.
Clearly, automation development at all levels helps with
this, so the team should be investing time in improving their
overall ability to automate all of the testing types I mention as
appropriate.

POOR OR MISSING TEST ORACLES

I hate to break the news to Rex, but the best test oracles are
the people within the team, not the documentation. Documentation almost always loses its relevance and accuracy. Yes, it’s
helpful, but should never be considered the single source for
all knowledge.
What agility encourages is for the team to talk—to plan their
JULY 2009
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removal effectiveness according to Jones, automated regression
testing via unit tests will miss at least half of the regression bugs.

POOR OR MISSING TEST ORACLES

Agile favors working software over written documentation,
and in my observations, special scorn is reserved for specifications. The suggestion by the Agile Manifesto (www.agilemanifesto .org) that people should value “working software
over comprehensive documentation,” can create real challenges for a test team when taken too far. Testers use
requirements specifications and other documents as test
oracles; i.e., the means to determine correct behavior under
a given test condition. We have seen testers in agile situations given documents with insufficient detail, and in some
cases given no documents at all.
Even when testers are given adequate documents, two
other agile development principles keep the test oracle challenge alive. First, agile requires teams to embrace change
and espouses that “the most efficient and effective method
of conveying information to and within a development team is
face-to-face conversation.”
From what I’ve seen, these two principles allow the project team to change the definition of correct behavior at any
time, including after testers have created tests to confirm a
particular behavior and even after testers have reported bugs
against a particular behavior.
Further, the definition of correct behavior can change in a
meeting or a discussion where a tester is not present. If that
change is not communicated to the tester, the project suffers

work together; to cluster in small groups working on specific features; to work with the customer gaining valuable feedback—and
to collaborate across disciplines. From this they can decide
where, when and to what degree documentation is necessary.
We expect team members to be professionals and to be
responsible and accountable. We trust their judgment over
blindly filling in a plan template or a requirement document, or
blindly running the same tests over and over again to meet
some perceived risk.
All oracles have a cost. We engage the customers in these
decisions as well—ensuring that those oracles that are provided
are actually used and kept current.

THE SHIFTING TEST BASIS

I’m lost here. Agile teams define requirements. Some use
Post-it Notes and cards or define them as User Stories.
Others describe use cases or use traditional requirement
forms. Many even add a construct called acceptance tests on
a finely grained story level that helps define the critical elements of each feature or requirement. These are things that
the customer will “test” as part of their acceptance at the end
of a Sprint or Iteration.
I’d guess that Rex has seen poor or missing requirements in
his agile experience, and I’d say those were not mature or solidly performing agile teams. “Good” teams define requirements
at a level that assures the team will build what the customer
needs. They ensure collaboration surrounding each requirement—at the point of attack.
To capture a key point here: The agile methods try to adopt
a Just-in-Time and Just Enough approach to their requirement
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false positives when testers report bugs against behavior
now defined as correct.

THE SHIFTING TEST BASIS

Requirements-based testing strategies cannot handle vague or
missing requirements specifications. Missing requirements
specifications would mean a test team following a requirementsbased testing strategy not only can’t say what it means for a
particular test to pass or fail, they wouldn’t have a test basis
upon which to base their tests.
The test basis also provides a means to measure the
results. In a requirements-based test strategy, testers can’t
report test results accurately if the requirements are missing or
poor. Testers can’t report the percentage of the test basis covered by passed tests, because the requirements won’t provide
enough detail for meaningful coverage analysis.

TOO MANY MEETINGS

A “face-to-face conversation” is just another way to describe a
meeting. A client once jokingly described Scrum as a heavyweight process, saying “I’m surprised at the name agile —it
should be called couch potato. There are too many meetings.
There’s too much jawboning. I find it really ironic that there are all
these books explaining how simple it is.”
Perhaps it was intentional not to use the dreaded word meeting in the Agile Manifesto, but the result is often the same. In some
organizations, everyone gets invited to every meeting, meetings
balloon in number and duration, and managers and leads are not
available to manage and lead their team because they are in meet-

development. An option of “no requirements” does not exist.

TOO MANY MEETINGS

The point of face-to-face collaboration is that it’s the most effective and richest way to communicate in technical teams. Has any
developer ever implemented a requirement, had a tester test it,
and a customer receive it with perfect alignment? That would
truly be exceptional. More often,
the tester will say the software
performs differently than the tests
and/or the customer says I didn’t
ask for that, even though they
were all working off of the exact
same requirement.
The point is that technical
teams need to rely on written as
well as face-to-face collaboration to effectively reduce the
misunderstandings and rework
that written requirements alone often drive.
Beyond this, agile teams should be conducting incredibly
effective meetings, something perhaps lacking in the examples Rex has seen. I suspect this problem isn’t agile-centric,
and that those teams simply need a good facilitator.

ings much of the day. Effectiveness and efficiency drop. Another
client once told me of a senior manager, who said in response to
a complaint from a line manager about how attending meetings
was negatively impacting his ability to lead his team: “We’re going
to continue to have these meetings until I find out why nothing is
getting done around here!” The senior manager was, I am told, the
only one in the room who didn’t get the irony.

THE BOTTOM LINE

In RBCS client engagements, we typically recommend blended testing strategies that align well with Scrum and other
agile methodologies. What seems most likely to work in many
cases is a blend of risk-based testing, maintainable automated testing (at both the unit and system level), and a percentage of effort spent on reactive testing (e.g., exploratory). In
some cases, our methods will help mitigate the testing risks
and reduce the testing challenges associated with these
methodologies.
Clearly there is no single way to perform effective software testing, and as the industry evolves, so too will the most
effective methods that do the most good. ý
LEARN TEST MANAGEMENT from Rex Black
at the Software Test & Performance Conference
this fall in Cambridge, Mass. Learn about “Test
Management, A Risk-Based Approach,” the practice that guides test activities based on careful
assessment and prioritization of the risks involved.
Visit www.stpcon.com for more.

to perform testing well. Agile methods have emerged as a set of
practices and a mindset that is context based and powerful. They
take a holistic view to testing and quality—reinforcing the two as
a whole. Testers in this model have a powerful opportunity to not
only test, but to champion and guide the overall team’s focus on
delivering quality software.
We need to stop our history of opposition to new testing approaches and begin embracing a
broader set of testing practices
that work in each project’s unique
context. I also believe we that we
need to stop quoting Capers
Jones as I suspect his data and
studies do not reflect the dynamics of mature agile teams. I’m looking forward to encouraging Rex to
try and gain deeper understanding
of agile testing practices. ý
Bob will have ample opportunity to do that in October, when he and Rex meet for the
first time as fellow members of ST&P Collaborative’s
Strategic Advisory Board. –Ed

[Teams need to rely on written and face-to-face
collaboration to effectively reduce rework.]

THE BOTTOM LINE

Effectively testing today’s software is incredibly challenging, and
we all need to stop thinking of agile testing as something
opposed to traditional testing. Testers need every possible tool
JULY 2009

LEARN AGILE TESTING TECHNIQUES
directly from Bob Galen himself this fall at
STPCon. The Scrum Master will be on hand in
Cambridge, MA., Oct. 19-23 to teach “Agile and
High-Speed Software Testing Techniques,” an
in-depth training course for bringing agile testing to your organization.
Visit www.stpcon.com for more.
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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T

he software testing industry is at a historic crossroads. Rich Internet applications, cloud computing, the rise of virtualization and more capable mobile
devices have all made the job of producing reliable software more complex,
while at the same time enabling more sophistication for automated test tools.

All this activity has made software testing a very big tent. The industry has matured and grown
to encompass numerous approaches to methods, training and tools. Because of this diversity, there is a growing consensus that the best testers are those that can span multiple dis-

We’re All Part of
A skilled
tester is the
product of a
variety of
experiences...

ciplines and draw on a variety of skills to do their jobs. And while
there are many unsung testing heroes inside software development shops, there are the beginnings in many organizations of a
growing recognition that test and performance engineers should
be considered peers of their development counterparts.
We asked several testing gurus to share their thoughts on
the state of the testing industry, and give us some insights on where
they see things evolving. One thing for anyone to realize is that
while testing as an industry is maturing, it is still relatively new: "The
software tester job isn't something that shows up on the U.S. Census.
We are still very much a new profession," says Scott Barber, the
founder and chief technologist of PerfTestPlus in Palm Bay, Fla. "Most
– Jon Bach
of our very first programmers are still alive, we aren't thousands of
years old like other disciplines.”
Perhaps the best rundown of the industry’s evolution is summed up by Michael Bolton,
who lives in Toronto. "Testing has historically been confirmation, validation and verification,"
he says. "I believe that testing must become far more about exploration, discovery, investigation, learning and communicating what you've learned.” Bolton runs test consultancy
DevelopSense, and teaches rapid software testing methods. “I like to encourage people to
recognize and manage uncertainty and ambiguity and instead of trying to eliminate them, getting them down to levels that are sufficiently low for people to do useful work.”
While any gathering of
software testers will find disagreement on overall purpose, one thing is clear:
"testing isn't about how to
improve code quality–that is
the role of the engineering
people who do the coding work
– Scott Barber
and of management," says Bolton.
"Testing is about providing information
to those people, so that better-informed decisions
about quality are possible."
The future careers for the current crop
of test engineers seem to be on the rise,

We are a
new profession;
most of our first
programmers are
still alive.
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particularly within large software shops such as Intuit and Google. There, software test
engineers are often more important than the development engineers who write
the original code, and have their own career track with parallel compensation
and benefits.
"At Intuit, QA engineers are held to the exact same standards and expectations as product developers,” says Dan Bartow, a manager of performance
engineering for the company, which makes TurboTax and other financial software.
“In fact, my team of five full-time performance engineers is calibrated the same
way as the product engineers at the end of year in terms of their skill-sets and

the Story

Virtualization
makes things
easier...
and harder.
– Michael Bolton

the business outcomes they’ve delivered," he says.
He goes on to describe the best mix in his development teams. "A performance
engineering organization should be comprised of engineers that are just as capable,
or more capable, than the core product engineers. This allows for the performance
team to be just as familiar with the product code base, and for them to go as far as
making performance enhancements to the product and testing the outcome of those
changes."
"At Google, employees involved in testing generally have one of three titles," says
David Saff, a Google software engineer in test who’s based
in Cambridge, Mass. "Software engineers are expected to unittest their own code, and many take an active role in maintaining testing frameworks and system tests for their teams. Test
engineers look at the quality requirements of a project, identify
holes and fill them by applying existing automation tools where possible, or managing manual testing teams where needed. Software
engineers in test look for holes in the tools available and serve as internal
tool developers and implementation consultants. Any team
can't survive without high competence in each domain."

CLOUDS ARE FORMING

The move toward cloud computing has helped software
testing overall, but also made for some new challenges
too. "Cloud computing adds layers of complexity to testing, but it also makes things more interesting," says Bolton.
These layers include being able to predict latency and availability of all components that reside in the cloud. Barber says
that "Too many people take latency for granted still, and many
application developers still take the entire network infrastructure for granted and don't consider it part of their domain,
so programmers just assume it is working unless their
code has a problem."
Bartow agrees. "Network latency has
become even more important with the introduction of Rich Internet Application technologies such as Adobe Flex. Every value that you enter
David Strom is a freelance reporter and author living in St. Louis.
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Thanks to
the cloud,
we are able
to test in
production.

But the ISTQB stanfor applications such as our TaxCaster [tax estimation tool]
dards and other certificagenerates a server-side request, and the interface controls
tions aren't without consuch as sliders need to respond quickly to give them a desktroversy within the software
top feel."
test community. "It is only
Having more applications in the cloud increases the difficulty
one form of credential," says
of forecasting overall performance as demand varies throughJon Bach, a test manager in
out the day, and testing strategies need to understand these
Seattle. "A skilled tester is
variations. "Systems are getting more complex and with more
the product of a variety of
moving parts, and definitions of success and failure are getexperiences, the best of
ting fuzzier,” says Kent Beck, creator of Extreme Programming.
– Dan Bartow
which tend to be experiences
“For example, parts of Amazon's home page may not show up
from learning. The best peobecause some service was down. Because the rest of the page
ple whom I have hired weren't
shows up quickly, is that a good or bad result? How do you
certified and were fantastic
design a test to handle all the permutations?"
testers because they had a history of being great learners, not
According to Bartow, "Cloud computing technology is going
great test-takers.” Bach goes on to say by way of comparito reshape production validation testing and challenge the way we
son, “Airline pilots have certifications, but they also have
design our performance engito have hours of simulator time and co-pilot time in the
neering strategies. By harnesscockpit. A doctor has certification, but they also have
ing the power of the cloud and
Software engineers
years of residency and interning experience before
working with our partner
they
can open a practice.”
SOASTA.com's CloudTest, we
are expected to
Patricia McQuaid, president and co-founder of the
were able to spin up hundreds
American Software Testing Certification Board (the
of servers and generate an
unit-test their own
American component of the ISTQB), defends certifienormous amount of load
code, and many take
cation as a means of providing a standardized set of
against our infrastructure to
terms for testers around the globe. “Imagine
simulate real tax users on
an active role in
the person in charge trying to ensure that
TurboTax Online. Thanks to
the testers know and use the same termithe cloud, we are now able to
maintaining
nology, [and that] they understand the
realistically test in production
testing frameworks.
basics of the testing life cycle. This goal
with true concurrency."
is difficult enough, but is exacerbated by
– David Saff
the team members being from different countries working on the same testing job.”
Organizations from nearly 50 countries meet four
times a year to build consensus on software testing terms
on an international level. “Countries that are part of the
scheme recognize the certification from any of the othTRAINING TRAIN
er countries, because all material for the certification
Technology is further transexam is agreed upon, and the exam questions must
forming the industry in
come from this material.”
terms of tester trainJames Bach, elder brother of Jon, is an advocate of expeing, one of
riential learning in testing. "If you want to learn how to test, you
the many
must test, and preferably under supervised conditions. This is exactbenefits
ly how I learned to fly aircraft, sail boats, and scuba dive. It's how
of univerwe all learned to drive, and testing is a lot harder than driving."
sal Internet
As a founding member of the Context-Driven School of
connectivity
software testing, Bach asserts there are no testing best pracand the ubiquity of the
tices. “Testing is problem-solving, not button-mashing. There
Web. "We have certainly seen
are many schools of thought within the field, not a single comour company's opportunities relatmunity or philosophy of testing that can claim to represent all.”
ed to Web-based training just
For those who do seek online training, he recommends the
explode over the last year,” says
Black Box Software Testing (BBST) series offered by the
Rex Black, who runs RBCS, a testAssociation for Software Testing, for which Jon and James
ing and quality consultancy in Bulhave served as board members.
verde, TX. He says revenue from
Another boon to testing brought about by the Web has
e-learning continues to grow. Black
been the proliferation of open source applications. Barber
is a past president of the
believes this has helped the testing industry too by providing
International Software Testing
a nice counterpoint to the commercial test tools that are out
Qualifications Board (ISTQB),
there. "Some of the open source products are excellent tools
which maintains the most wideand can be quite nimble and solve problems before the comly held certification standards,
mercial vendors can. The best of the open source world will
and RBCS offers its training.
continue to get better and the communities will get stronger."
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Black agrees: "You want to ensure that the team really picks
the right tool for the job, and sometimes you need to cut
through the hype and sales tactics that surround some of
the commercial tools."
One final challenge with Web-based applications is to
design them for the growing use of mobile browsers. Bob
Visovich is the senior director development and operations at
Publishers Clearing House Online Network, based in Port
Washington, N.Y. He finds that "we have
to set aside more time for ensuring
browser capability as we get more into
mobile devices, and we have to be
careful to educate our QA staff to
understand the differences
between the typical Web and
mobile browsing experiences." His biggest surprise with implementing
Rich Internet Applications is
that "we have had to put more
functionality in the hands of the
creative people that design the
overall user experience and our
engineers have had to
learn the right skills
to be able to talk to
them so we can support our newest applications."

AGILE ASCENSION

Then there’s the surging popularity of agile programming
methods, which have both
helped and challenged
testers, according to
Black. "Some of our
clients are using agile
methodologies, and they
are struggling to figure
out what constitutes an
adequate 'specification' given
the agile preference for minimizing documentation. We're working with a number of clients to
help them achieve a good balance here between ensuring that
every requirement is tested for audit purposes and still being
able to use the agile methods." Visovich is trying to combine his
QA and development teams for more agile programming but has
had to do a lot more coaching and training "because developers
initially found it disconcerting that they didn't have a good amount
of documentation to create their initial test cases. But the good
news is that the teams are understanding our business processes better and we can take care of defects more quickly."
As another benefit, Bolton notes "in some cases agile processes are taking us in the direction where programmers are more
responsible for the quality of their code, and that's great. It helps
when many people are paying attention and using many sensory modes to evaluate a product, too.” (Incase you missed it, turn
to page 18 for full coverage of The Great Agile Debate. –Ed)

SCHOOL DAZE

What are the academic underpinnings that will help create the
JULY 2009

most successful testers? As Visovich alluded to, the best
testers don't always come out of engineering or computer science departments, but have more holistic worldviews that
include understanding the underlying business too. "The best
situation is to have testers that are part of the development
team and work jointly with them and collaborate on a shared
vision," says Barber of PerTestPlus. "By doing this, the testers
can learn which functional parts of the application are critical
support the business priorities."
Some of our interviewees spoke of being able to understand
philosophy, social science, or logic as keys to becoming great
testers. "QA engineers usually span multiple functional areas and
are a cornerstone for our business,” says Intuit’s Bartow. “This

Get used to programming
for a lot of CPUs.
– Kent Beck

gives them greater breadth
and depth, making them
more valuable to the organization than some product
engineers."
"Our computer science
schools teach kids how to
write code when they are
working by themselves in a
dorm room in the middle of
the night, but they aren't
teaching them how to work
on cross-functional teams,
or how to test their code,"
says Barber. "Most CS
programs still don't
[require] a single mandatory testing course
to graduate, and many
don't have any courses on networking, so
most of these students graduate and all
they know is how to
write code in several
languages."
DevelopSense’s
Bolton agrees: "If we
testers want to be
effective and great
at what we do, it
really helps to know
a little about philosophy, and to think
carefully about how we know what we know. When you add
the human mind to what we can find using Google and
Wikipedia it's awesome. We all are our own best semantic
search tools. I am not sure that we're teaching enough about
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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rapid learning, critical thinking,
human factors and user experience as we train our future programmers."

Testing is
problem-solving, not
button-mashing.

VIRTUAL PARADOX

– James Bach

Virtualization has made testing both easier and harder, for different reasons. As more
shops make use of virtualized servers and desktops to deploy
their applications, they create more complex environments
that require more
sophisticated test
plans.
But the benefits are there.
"Virtualization
makes certain
things easier and
cheaper, like setup and configuration. But it
also makes cer– Rex Black
tain things harder. There can be
significant differences
between a real machine and
a virtualized machine," says Bolton. Barber
agrees. "The one place where virtualization
can help us is in managing our test environment," because it’s relatively easy
to duplicate and start up a new virtual machine image with all applications
pre-installed and tools configured
for a particular environment.

We have seen our
oppo rtun ities
relat ed to
Web -bas ed
train ing expl ode
over the last year.

SIMPLY AUTOMATION

Automation certainly has made creating more sophisticated test plans
easier over the years, and clearly
automation is only going to become
more capable in the future. But many
testing experts realize that automation
isn't everything, and should just be
one of many parts of a good testing strategy. "We can't
trust our tools to make
our decisions for us,"
says Bolton.
"I feel that the industry is starting to draw a
very clear line between
black-box testers and true
QA engineers," said Bartow. "With automation becoming so prevalent, I believe that
the black-box testers in the industry are
facing a real challenge to grow their software engineering skills."
"The tedious parts of the tester's job
are definitely going away, which changes
the structure of the profession," says Beck,
who with Erich Gamma created the JUnit
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unit testing
framework and
has authored numerous books on computer
programming and test-driven development. "But the
more pieces that you have,
the greater the probability of
failure of the system. This
makes it more challenging for
testing. Ideally, testers should
be able to look at these complex systems and analyze
where the communications
errors are, to be able to head off
catastrophic errors that have big business impacts."
"We are seeing a lot of exciting evolution in testing automation, especially in
the tools available for [automated] unit
testing and the integration of that unit
testing into automated build environments," says Black. "We're still struggling as an industry with effective and
maintainable automated testing at the
graphical user interface." He says that
the best opportunities are where you
blend automation with reactive
techniques that watch for specific behaviors and bugs.
Beck, who lives in Merlin, OR, predicts that "we are seeing the days of cheap single-threaded performance improvements coming to an
end, where we can just buy our way out of problems. People
are going to have to get used to programming for a lot of CPUs,
and that represents new testing and programming challenges
and also gives us a new series of opportunities."
It seems clear that testing as a profession can only grow,
especially at places such as Google and others where Web
applications are their bread and butter. "When each line of
code you write today may very likely be executed by millions
of people next week, it tends to focus the mind," says Saff.
But the question remains whether software testers will ever
achieve parity—in income and stature—with their counterparts
over the wall. ý
CATCH Jon and James Bach, Scott Barber, Dan
Bartow, Rex Black, Michael Bolton and others at
the Software Test & Performance Conference
this fall. They'll all be on hand in Cambridge,
Mass., Oct. 19-23, to meet, teach and interact with
you and your testing team.
Visit www.stpcon.com for more.
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By Chris Ferris

W

eb services are ubiquitous. And thanks to mature standards and
tools, it’s easier than ever to set them up. But for distributed
computing to continue to thrive, it’s vital that services be set up
correctly. Comprehensive pre-deployment testing is critical, and
best web services testing is complex.
And it’s vastly different than testing
traditional software applications.
Properly designed and deployed,
Web services can take advantage of
existing assets and reuse applications,
exchange information securely across
and beyond the enterprise, integrate
existing applications in loose couplings

primer of those resources and how to
use them to test Web services being
developed in your organization.

DEFINITIONS

Web services can be found not only on
the public Web, but also in a company’s
internal networks and in semi-private
connections between partners. For the
purposes of this article, a Web service is
defined as a loosely coupled, asynchronous interface that is exposed and
invoked over a network using platformindependent technology.
A Web service also can be described

Testing for Conformance With Web
Services Interoperability Specifications
that are both scalable and easily extensible, and reduce the cost of developing
and integrating computing assets. But
how can something as ephemeral as
interoperability be tested when services
you’re interoperating with might not be
even be there tomorrow?
Helping to solve this and other
problems is the Web Services
Interoperability organization. The WS-I
(www.wsi.org) gives testers a world of
resources to help increase confidence
in the interoperability of their Web
services beyond the scope of commercial testing tools. What follows is a

as a means of passing information
between applications or processes using
open, standards-based protocols,
regardless of programming language or
platform, using a machine-readable contract to describe how to pass and
receive information.
Some of the nuts and bolts of Web
services include:
• WSDLs (Web Services Description Language) define the
services for client tools
• SOAP (Simple Object Access
Protocol) a message format to
invoke a service

Chris Ferris is an IBM Distinguished Engineer, CTO of Industry Standards in IBM's Software Group Standards
Strategy organization and a former chair of the WS-I Basic Profile Working Group.
JULY 2009
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• XML (Extensible Markup
Language), the lingua franca of
the Internet.
Additionally, some deployments
make use of UDDI (Universal Description
Discovery and Integration), which can be
thought of as Yellow Pages for looking up
services. The results are complex in concept and implementation, but simple and
transparent for end users.
The complexities of developing and
deploying systems potentially based on
varying independent standards (OASIS,
W3C, etc.) are many. And it is such chal-

components involved in a given Web
services system, yet all the points of
interaction must be tested and validated.
Commercial tools tend to address only
the most typical designs and configurations. WS-I’s testing tools offer additional validation of functions. In 2004, WS-I
published its first of its suite of testing
tools, and has been updating along with
the profiles ever since.

WS-I TESTING GOALS

To complement its profiles and to
enhance their value to Web services

FIG. 1: WS-I TOOLS IN ACTION
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lenges that brought about the WS-I, the
charter of which is to establish best practices for Web services interoperability for
selected groups of Web services standards across platforms, operating systems and programming languages. WS-Ipublished best practices are compiled in
specifications called profiles, and made
available at no charge at www.ws-i.org.
Some of the characteristics that
make Web services desirable, such as
its loose couplings, also present challenges to testing. For example, it’s possible that no single entity controls all the
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developers, WS-I set up an autonomous
working group with the charter of developing WS-I test material and tools that
would facilitate the verification of conformance to WS-I profiles.
The items and artifacts monitored
and analyzed by the tools created by the
Client Code
working group include message material,
Web service description material and registry material. For each WS-I Profile it
addresses, the working group defines
test assertions as a testable interpretation of the profile definitions, which are
gathered in test assertion documents.

The working group is also charged
with defining or supervising the definition
of test case material necessary to verify
that the tools behave as expected, and
that multiple WS-I tool implementations
function in a consistent manner. The
resulting tools attempt to implement
testing of all assertions within test
assertion documents in support of the
use of these tools in the evaluation of
profile compliance.
When the testing target is a Web
services platform or tool that implements
a specification that is itself underlying to
a profile (such as SOAP, WSDL, HTTP),
the working group is not required to handle exhaustive testing of such tools or
platforms for conformance to such
underlying specifications. It is instead
assumed that this level of conformance
has already been provided by specific
test suites and tools that are out of the
scope of the working group. Web service
platforms or development tools under
test are expected to have passed conformance to the underlying specifications
they claim to implement.
Note that while WS-I Profile compliance is self-validated (that is, WS-I is not
a certifying authority), WS-I recommends
the use of the testing tools before making
any claims of compliance with its profiles.

WS-I TEST MATERIALS
SUITES

WS-I has now published test materials
covering the Basic, Basic Secure,
Attachments and Simple SOAP Binding
Profiles. The test suite for a Profile
includes the Web Service Communication
Monitor, the Web Service Profile Analyzer
and a test assertion document. There are
also supplementary materials, such as
functional specifications for the WS-I tools
that commercial tool makers may use to
design their own testing tools.
WS-I tools test Web service implementations using a non-intrusive, manin-the-middle black box approach.
Figure 1 illustrates how they operate:
The Monitor captures messages
exchanged with Web services and stores
them for analysis SOAP
by a second tool, the
XML
WebMONITOR
Service Profile
Analyzer. The
Interceptor
Web
Serviceby
Analyzer
evaluates messages
captured
Logger and validates
HTTP
the description
the Monitor,
and registration artifacts of the Web servMessage
Meta data
Artifacts
ice. These artifacts include the
WSDL document(s) that describe(s) the Web service,
Test Log
the XML
schema files that
describe
WSDL,
XML the
File
data types used in the WSDLSchema
service definition, and the UDDI registration entries.

Analyzer
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More than 300 test cases have been written and automated for the Analyzer tool.
Each test case exercises between 50 and
90 test procedures.
The output from the Analyzer is a
report that indicates whether or not a
Web service meets the interoperability
guidelines of the WS-I Profile. The report
provides details on the specific deviations
and failures so that users know which
requirements of the Profile were not met.
Failure to meet Profile requirements does
not mean that the specific Web service is
“broken,” just that it does not operate in
compliance with that particular Profile.
The test assertion document is the
formal specification of the tests performed by the WS-I tools as specified
in the interoperability profiles. This
XML document is organized in artifact
categories, and is used by the Analyzer
to identify interoperability issues.

COLORING OUTSIDE
THE LINES

By now you might be wondering
whether WS-I compliance tools offer
enough value to justify the effort and time
of an additional round of testing. The
answer depends on whether your components are “coloring outside the lines”;
whether they’re going beyond what has
been agreed upon by the Web services
community as the foundation for interoperability defined by the WS-I Profiles.
For example, inside your firewall, you
may have a controlled and homogeneous
situation where interoperability with
other vendor solutions is less of a concern. However, when your Web services
system is to be deployed externally with
your partners and customers, such may
not be the case.
Running the WS-I test tools
against a particular deployed instance
can, in fact, warn you
when your implementation has ventured
into use of features
and function for which
the WS-I Profiles have
not prescribed interoperability guidance.
What you do as an IT
decision-maker with
this information typically depends on the
circumstances of the
Web services deployment.
Although
today
most vendors build
WS-I Profile compliance
into their products, they
also allow for extensions beyond what is in
a Profile; a provision for
additional features that
are not yet covered by
standards or profiled by
WS-I. WS-I tools can
assess a given implementation against the
requirements specified
by the WS-I Profiles
and determine when
the defined extensibility
points have been utilized that might affect
interoperability.
Vendors
include
extra features to differentiate themselves, but
often they do not differentiate between what is

A

BOUT WS-I

WS-I comprises a diverse community of Web services leaders from a
wide range of companies and standards development organizations
(SDOs). WS-I committees and working groups create Profiles and supporting Testing Tools based on Best
Practices for selected sets of Web
services standards. The Profiles and
Testing Tools are available for use by
the Web services community to aid
in developing and deploying interoperable Web services. Companies
interested in helping to establish
Best Practices for Web Services are
encouraged to join WS-I. For more
information, go to www.ws-i.org.

interoperable and what is proprietary in
their development tooling. Developers still
need to know whether their systems will
interoperate securely and consistently.
WS-I test tools let developers make
informed decisions about their systems
– the tools can capture the messages
between provider and consumer, for
example, and raise a flag if any requirements have not been met. Again, such a
flag doesn’t necessarily mean the Web
service is “broken,” but rather that it
does not conform to WS-I Profiles: WSI test tools don’t deliver value statements on commercial products.

GETTING STARTED

A group called the Web Services Test
Forum (www.wstf.org) is a great way to
become familiar with WS-I tools and materials. In elementary school terms, you
could think of WS-I as the classroom for
formal instruction and of WSTF as the
sandbox for trying things out.
According to its Web site, the “WS
Test Forum Group is meant to provide
an environment in which members of
the Web service community can develop interop scenarios as well as test
those scenarios against other Web
Service implementations. It also provides a common testbed of regression
tests that the community can use during the development of their Web
Service implementations.”
Formed in 2008, WSTF’s goals and
objectives are complementary with
those of the WS-I, which organizes the
www.stpcollaborative.com •
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FIG. 2: A NEW PHASE FOR TESTING
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service of formally documenting the
best use of standards–documenting
where the bar is for Web services developers, so to speak. It does this in a
structured manner that ensures consensus, along with the confidence that what
is in place today will be there tomorrow.
WS-I’s processes are deliberate and the
resulting thoroughness of results is
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invaluable. Some WS-I Profiles have
also been adopted by the International
Standards Organization.
By comparison, the informal WSTF
offers a flexibility that allows vendors to
test not only the technologies covered in
WS-I profiles, but also technologies that
may not be finished (from a standardization perspective) as well as more creative

aspects of applying the technologies that
are included in the WS-I Profiles. WS-I
doesn’t prescribe specific test scenarios–the WS-I test materials are intended
to test all aspects of a Profile–but WSTF
can develop new scenarios almost on the
fly, such as different means for handling
transactions, and work out new patterns
of using Web services that individual vendors can build upon.
Current users of the WS-I's Basic
Profile 1.2 or 2.0, or the Reliable and
Secure Profile 1.0 should take note of
draft of the Basic Profile Testing
Methodology posted on April 28 (at
www.ws-i.org). "The testing approach
used for the latest WS-I profiles differs
from the one used in the past, although
overall the general testing process
remains similar," reads the draft, in part.
A new “logging” phase includes live
message capture, and is followed by a
separate Analysis phase involving a separate tool (see Figure 2). The Test Log
file consolidates all artifacts under test,
including messages and metadata
(WSDL definitions, etc.). The test analysis phase includes evaluation of WS artifacts in the test log against the requirements of a particular profile. ý
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< continued from page 10
confusion over what, exactly, is meant
by "will handle errors appropriately."
Continuous Integration: Sometimes
referred to as "build" or "build machine,"
CI is the process of running a checkout,
followed by a build, followed by the running of the automated test suites, constantly. CI can run after every check-in, or
after a specific period of time, such as
every hour, or perhaps, simply restart as
soon as it has finished. Several tools
exist to provide the infrastructure in order
to make CI straightforward and simple.
Balanced Breakfast: The idea that different test techniques tend to capture different categories of defects. Therefore
good testing uses a balance of techniques
instead of one or two exclusively.
Exploratory Testing: Exploratory
Testing is a just-in-time, feedbackbased approach. Far from "ad hoc" or
undisciplined, when done well Exploratory Testing can provide meaningful
coverage and stand up to scrutiny.

Automated Testing
If you're going to ship an increasingly
large and complex code base every few
weeks to every few months, you'll want
a way to run a series of tests over and
over again. A computer won't find the
tests, define them, or tweak them when
the interface changes, so we believe the
term "automated testing" to "test
automation," is more accurate. Having a
significant amount of regression tests
automated is part of the balanced breakfast of agile testing.
TDD: Test Driven Development. A relative of Extreme Programming in which
the expectations for the code are written
in the form of code before the actual
code is created. The developers can run
the test, see it fail, and improve the code
until the test passes. In classic TDD, the
developer adds a single test for each
method to be created.
ATDD: Acceptance Test Driven Development. A business-level implementation of TDD, where part of the requirements is a set of examples of use of the
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software. The developers (or testers)
take those examples and create tests,
generally automated, which fail, and then
implement code to make those tests
pass. Arguments against ATDD include
a slower feedback cycle, that the work
takes more effort to automate and produces lower return, and that tests developed in such a fashion are often brittle.
Organizations using ATDD that are able
to go "underneath the GUI" and execute
and evaluate business rules directly
often have more success with ATDD.
Red-Green-Refactor: A popular TDD
cycle. The idea is to write a failing test
(red), make it pass (green) and then to
improve the design of the code (refactor),
using the suite of tests to make sure the
"improvements" didn't break anything else.

programmer to exercise some code,
typically without any kind of user interface involved. To a non-technical customer, these tests look like code. These
are sometimes called unit tests, which
implies testing at the lowest possible
level, or "unit," of functionality. We prefer
the term "Developer Test" as it separates concerns by role.
Customer Tests: These are tests that
a customer cares about. They may drive
a GUI, or in some cases be expressed in
table format and run underneath the
GUI. This test must be meaningful to the
customer and should be captured in a
way that the customer can understand.
Sometimes the customer can even
watch the test at it runs.

Importance of Human Beings
BDD: Behavior Driven Development.
Initially named by Dave Astels in reference
to to a form of developer-level testing and
code design, BDD has since been used by
other circles to specify behavior in acceptance and system-level work. BDD focuses
on behavior in that tests are referred to as
‘expectations,’ and the test steps are
described in real business terms–an extension of Domain Driven Design. BDD test
style results in test suites that generally
look and feel much more like plain English
than xUnit-style tests.
Developer Tests: Tests written by a

With all this terminology it is easy to
forget that the Agile Manifesto is a
reaction against heavyweight process
and overweight life cycle management
tools. The Agile Manifesto advises
companies to remember that humans
are people, not cogs in a great
machine, and that good ideas can
come from anywhere at any time. If we
keep that in mind while frequently
delivering working software in small
pieces over and over, that is something
to be proud of. ý
—Thanks to Markus Gaertner for his contributions to this article.
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